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Introduction

• Presence of adversarial examples for deep neural networks(DNNs)
limit the areas where they can be used.

• To use DNNs in safety critical domains, they have to be made robust
against adversarial inputs.

• Scalability makes the adversarial input generation problem practically
challenging.

• The generated adversarial inputs generally lack important character-
istics like naturalness and output-impartiality.

Architecture

• Given a first layer modification, we only need to solve linear equations
to find an adversarial input.

• AIGENT finds modification in the first weight layer using an iterative
approach.

• It begins by finding modifications in the middle weight layer of the
network and divides the network into two halves.

• Then, the later half of the network is discarded and a modification is
found in the middle layer of the extracted network.

• Once we have a modification in the first weight layer, it is used to find
an adversarial input.

Figure 1: Architecture of AIGENT
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Figure 2: Middle-layer modification and sub-net extraction

• The above network has 3 weight layers. The first step finds a modifi-
cation in layer 2.

• Fig.2 shows the modification found in the middle layer of the network.

• A subnetwork is extracted from inputs to layer 2.

• Modification is found in middle layer of extracted network i.e 1st

weight layer.

• As shown in Fig.3, the generated adversarial input changes the output
of the original network.

• For the given network and input, originally the output is o1 > o2 and
we want a modification such that o1 < o2.

• Since we want to increase o2 we mark it as increment neuron and
similarly o1 as decrement neuron.

• This marking can be propagated to all network layers and speeds the
constraint solving[Elboher et al., 2020].

• Edge weights only increase if connected to increment neurons and
decrease for decrement neurons.
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Figure 3: Adversarial inputs from first-layer modification. The adversarial input and
the corresponding values of each neuron are written in red. The modification required
in first layer weights are shown in black boxes.

Metrics of Evaluation
• FID [Harel-Canada et al., 2020]:

– Measures naturalness i.e indicates whether set of two images are
visibly different or not.

– FID closer to 0 indicates that the adversarial images are natural, and
are therefore desirable.

• Defect Detection:
– The attack success rate, or the number of benchmarks for which our

tool could successfully produce an adversarial image.
• Pielou Score [Harel-Canada et al., 2020]:

– It is the measure of output impartiality. Reflect whether the ad-
versarial image generation is biased towards any one of the output
classes or not.

Results
• AIGENT performs better than all the other approaches in terms of FID.
• The adversarial images generated by AIGENT are natural and visibly

quite similar to the corresponding original images.
• AIGENT modifies far fewer pixels as compared to the other ap-

proaches.
• AIGENT was able to achieve a good Pielou score on all the benchmark

datasets.
• Although black box methods achieve higher defect detection, they

modify 100% pixels which leads to visibly distinguishable images.
• AIGENT performs well in terms of defect detection, while keeping the

modification quite small.

S.
No.

Technique FID Pielou
score

L-2 L-∞ Time
(seconds)

Pixels
modified

Pixels
modified
(%)

Defect
detection

Benchmark dataset: MNIST
1 AIGENT 0.001 0.725 1.82 0.66 1.726 24 3.06% 72.00%
2 AIGENT (high

defect)
0.03 0.74 4.1 0.80 1.799 24 3.06% 91.40%

3 FGSM 1.73 0.95 2.8 0.1 0.069 784 100.00% 99.00%
4 Black Box 1.98 0.14 6.58 0.23 0.065 784 100.00% 88.40%
5 DeepXplore 0.02 0.47 5.16 1 11.74 60 7.65% 45.66%
6 DLFuzz 0.17 0.88 2.29 0.39 30 586 74.74% 92.36%

Benchmark dataset: CIFAR-10
1 AIGENT 0.00009 0.927 1.6 0.5 12.01 12 0.39% 100.0%
2 FGSM 0.071 0.92 5.5 0.1 0.079 3072 100.00% 100.0%
3 Black Box 0.44 0.703 13.04 0.23 0.082 3072 100.00% 76.20%

Benchmark dataset: ImageNet
1 AIGENT 0.00011 0.75 6.81 0.73 35 300 0.61% 98.60%
2 FGSM 0.43 0.87 22 0.1 0.4 16384 100.00% 97.00%
3 Black Box 0.05 0.8 52 0.4 0.3 16384 100.00% 90.00%
4 DeepXplore 0.032 N.A 58.04 0.51 84 15658 95.57% 59.13%
5 DLFuzz 0.11 N.A 61.1 0.6 57 16102 98.28% 92.00%

Table 1: Comparison of AIGENT with other state-of-the-art techniques on MNIST,
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet datasets. Bold values indicate the best figure for each metric.

Figure 4: Adversarial images produced by AIGENT (bottom row), and the correspond-
ing original images (top row)

Conclusion

• Adversarial inputs are useful for adversarial training of DNNs, which
can make the network robust.

• We have proposed a technique to generate adversarial inputs via
patching of neural networks.

• AIGENT does significantly better than the state-of-the-art i.e it pro-
duces natural images, with a tiny fraction of pixels changed.

Future Work

• Better algorithms for DNN patching would make our technique more
efficient.

• It would also be useful to find a minimal patch in order to get the
closest adversarial example.
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